A model for the genetic identity between diploid sexual populations is presented that considers simultaneously mutation and genetic drift as affecting gene frequencies. In contrast to other measures of genetic identity the proposed model allows the genetic identity to be estimated directly from a data set. The new model is integrated into the existing body of population genetics theory. For an infinite population size the model becomes identical to the pure mutation model and if mutation is neglected, it becomes equal to the well-known drift model. The proposed measure of genetic identity between a population and its ancestral population is independent of the population size and equal to the number of ancestral alleles found in the present population. Using data on protein variability from ten primate species, it is shown that the estimate of genetic identity proposed here correlates closely with other identity measures that do not consider genetic drift. The conclusions from hitherto existing studies on the genetic similarity of species, therefore, seem to be reliable. Finally, implications for estimates of the ancestral degree of homozygosity are discussed.
Introduction
In addition to the application of genetic identity or distance measures to phylogenetic studies, such measures are commonly used for comparisons between populations. Genetic identity measures are also incorporated into models in conservation biology for making phylogenetically based decisions on reserve choice and the characterization of evolutionarily unique species or species complexes (Vane-Wright et a!., 1991; Crozier & Kusmierski, 1994; Witting et a!., 1994) . Most measures of genetic identity use the allelic similarity between populations which is averaged over a number of loci (e.g. Nei, 1972) . Tomiuk & Loeschcke (1992) using results of protein electrophoresis of polyploid species demonstrated that such an approach is often biased and insufficient. They analysed an identity model that was based on genotypic distributions and considered only the similarity of electromorphs for defining an estimator of genetic identity.
Many different measures of genetic identity have been suggested in the past, but all of them have weaknesses. Some are theoretically unsound or have no evolutionary interpretation. Among those measures of genetic identity that are commonly used, the main limitation is that they either do not incorporate genetic drift, and thus assume population sizes to be infinite (e.g. Nei, 1972) , or that they neglect mutation and are *Correspondence 1995 The Genetical Society of Great Britain.
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more suited for characterizing short-term population differentiation (Reynolds et a!., 1983) . Thus they all confound effects of drift and mutation.
Here genetic drift is integrated into a population genetic model with random mating that otherwise only assumes mutation to change genotype frequencies. This is done by building upon a pure mutation model suggested previously for estimating genetic identity (Tomiuk & Loeschcke, 1991) . It defines four discrete genotype classes according to homozygosity and heterozygosity and whether alleles are assumed to be ancestral or whether they arose by mutation. A simple direct procedure is given for estimating genetic identities and it is shown that the genetic identity can be estimated independently of population size, i.e. that varying population sizes in the evolutionary process do not affect the proposed estimator of genetic identity. The procedure allows us to analyse the effect of population size and the effect of the ancestral degree of heterozygosity on the relative frequencies of the genotype classes present.
The model
The model is based on Fisher-Wright's genetic drift model (Fisher, 1930; Wright, 1931) and the measure of genetic identity proposed by Tomiuk & Loeschcke (1991) . Let us first exclude genetic drift and back mutations. Assume in an ancestral diploid population the proportion of homozygotes to be F0 and of hetero-zygotes to be H0 with F0 + H0 = 1. If the mutation rate, a, is constant we expect the frequency of homozygous genotypes in generation t to be
and the frequency of heterozygous genotypes that contain only alleles that are identical with those in the ancestral population to be H(t)-H0(l-a)2t.
The heterozygous genotypes with combinations of ancestral and mutated alleles in generation t have a frequency of
and the class of genotypes with two mutated alleles has a frequency of
The grouping of genotypes into four discrete classes allows then the estimation of the genetic identity between two populations with random mating (Tomiuk & Loeschcke, 1991) . The genetic identity I between two populations, 1 and 2, at time t is estimated by the product of the genetic identity '1 between the common ancestral population (t =0) and population 1 and the genetic identity '2 between the common ancestral population and population 2 with
which can be approximated by 1 For a1 a2, we have the well-known genetic identity function 1= e-2at (Nei, 1972) .
In the following analysis genetic drift, i.e. the finite population size N, is explicitly taken into consideration. The approach used to calculate the frequencies of the genotype classes is based on a model that assumes discrete generations. The basic procedure is given in population genetics text books (e.g. Hartl & Clark, 1989) and allows one to calculate the degree of genetic heterozygosity at an equilibrium between mutation and random drift. A diploid population with N reproductive individuals consists of 2N hypothetical gamete pools. The probability of twice drawing a gamete from the same gamete pool is 1 /2N, and the probability of drawing from different gamete pools is (1 -1/2N). These probabilities can be combined easily with the probability that a genotype falls into one of the four genotype classes. Considering additionally the influence of mutation, the frequencies of the genotype The Genetical Society of Great Britain, Heredity, 74,607-615.
(1) (2) classes in generation t + 1 are
NG(t+ 1)= 1-F(t+ 1)-H(t+ 1)-NH(t+ 1). (10) The difference equations, (7)- (9), are approximated by a system of linear differential equations. Neglecting terms of the order of a2 and a /N, it follows that The eigenvalues of the homogeneous system are = -a and r2 = -(1/2N+ 2a), and the solution of the differential equation (15) is given by (14), (16) and (17) converges to the mutation model proposed by Tomiuk & Loeschcke (1991) (14), (16) and (17) (14), (16) and (17), the frequency of ancestral alleles at time t is F(t)+H(t)+NH(t)/2= e"t. (18) Therefore, the observed frequency of ancestral alleles in a diploid population provides an estimate for the genetic identity, between a population at time t and its ancestral population at time zero when the population size N and the mutation rate a are constant during the time period t.
Assume now that the population size is N1 for and that F0 + H0 = 1. Then we have
If we further assume that the population size is N2 for <t t2, then it follows from equations (14), (16) and (17) that
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Calculating the frequency of ancestral alleles at time t2, we get from equations (22)- (24) F(t2)+ H(t2)+ NH(t2)/2 = e_ai2. The frequency of ancestral genes in a present population therefore yields an estimate for the genetic identity between the present population and its ancestral population. This estimate is not a function of the population size and thus is not affected by genetic drift, even if the population size differs in succeeding time periods, e.g. if N=N1 for and N=N2 for <t t2. By mathematical induction this proof can be generalized for any number of finite time periods.
The model assumes that genotypes can unequivocally be grouped into the four genotype classes. In practice, however, we cannot distinguish between differences that are caused by drift and mutation. From formula (18) the proportion of identical alleles present in two populations, 1, is estimated that pools drift and mutation and ignores the number of ancestral alleles that are present in one of the considered populations and absent in the other, L (1 -I). Taking this fact into consideration the genetic identity value, i, estimated by formula (18) can be corrected easily through I I + P (1 -I). An estimate of the genetic identity, I, between a population and the common ancestral population then is the square root of the estimate given by formula (18).
Methods and applied data
The frequencies of the genotype classes were calcu-(1 9 lated as described by Tomiuk & Loeschcke (1991) .
/
The average over all studied loci yields the expected (20) frequency distribution of genotype classes which was used for the calculation of the genetic identity proposed here. Comparing two species, 1 and 2, the genetic identity between each species and their common ancestral population, 1 = e -a1t and '2= e was estimated from the frequency of the genotype classes (the square root of the estimate that is given by equation 18). The product, 11 12, is an estimate of the (22) genetic identity between species 1 and species 2. The measure proposed here for the genetic identity, 'flew' (23) was estimated from the mutation-drift model and 22 additional protein loci studied by Nozawa et al. (1977) and Schmitt & Tomiuk (unpublished results) were added to the data set. In Table 1 , the protein loci are listed for which the allele frequencies of at least two of the 10 primate species are known.
Results
The analysis of genotype frequencies in 10 primate species resulted in 45 combinations of species pairs. The two measures of genetic identity were applied to each species pair using a minimum of 22 loci up to a maximum of 61 loci. The distance values were within a large range (0.02 D 1.20). First the correlation between the estimates of the two distance measures, D and was calculated (Fig. 1) . The correlation coefficient was extremely high (r= 0.98, n =45) and the new estimate of the genetic distance correlated linearly with the estimate obtained from the pure mutation model. Furthermore, the estimates of genetic distance that were obtained by four different procedures (Nei's measure, Nei (1972); Nei's modified measure, Hillis (1984) and Tomiuk & Graur (1988) ; the pure mutation model, Tomiuk & Loeschcke (1991) ; the mutation-drift model, this paper) were closely linearly correlated (r> 0.95).
The effect of the population size and the ancestral degree of heterozygosity on the genotype class distribution was analysed. We assumed that the mutation rate and the population size were constant during the total evolutionary period. Fig. 2 shows the frequencies of the genotype classes, F, H and NH, as a function of the genetic identity where the ancestral degree of heterozygosity H0 0.1 and 0.5, and the parameter M = 2Na varied between 0.01 and infinity (for example when a = 10-6 this corresponded to a population size of N between 50 000 and infinity). Obviously, the expected frequencies of the genotype classes for finite population sizes strongly deviated from that expected by the mutation model (M= 0°), even if the population size was large. With decreasing population size, the effect on the frequency of genotype classes decreased drastically. The ancestral degree of heterozygosity greatly influenced the frequencies of genotype classes (Fig. 2) when closely related species (I near 1) were considered, but was minimized for distantly related species (I near 0).
Discussion
Most of the hitherto existing long-term measures of genetic identity between species are exclusively based on mutational changes in infinite populations. Besides mutation, however, genetic drift is known to influence the genetic structure of populations. Drift has been assumed to affect estimates of evolutionary time. Our proposed procedure for estimating the genetic identity also considers the influence of finite population size on the genetic structure of populations. Surprisingly, we found that even varying population sizes and the Most of the known procedures for estimating the genetic identity between species consider the probability of finding identical alleles at single loci, and the average over all loci is taken as an approximation for the genetic identity (e.g. Cavalli-Sforza & Edwards, 1967; Nei, 1972) . Our approach is the reverse; first the mean frequencies of identical alleles over all loci are calculated and their product then gives the genetic identity between the respective species. The new estimate of the genetic identity can easily be calculated directly. It is not necessary for it to be approximated by such functions as the cosine of the angle between two vectors of allele frequencies (Nei, 1972) or by a least square estimate (Tomiuk & Loeschcke, 1991) . Furthermore, the estimates of the genetic identity which are obtained by some of these indirect approaches, are not reliable in certain cases. For example, even if the alleles found at one locus were identical in two species, the genetic identity is not equal to 1 when the allele frequencies are different between the two species (if we use Nei's genetic identity (1972) between two species with alleles a and b, where a = 0.1 and b =0.9 for species 1 and a0.9 und b0.1 for species 2, we get 1=0.22). Such kinds of differences, however, are obviously caused by genetic drift. This problem has been recognized by Reynolds et al. (1983) which led them to construct a pure drift model of genetic identities for short-term population differentiation. An advantage of our approach to measuring genetic identity is that it incorporates mutation, but at the same time allows us to consider the temporal influence of genetic drift in closely related species. In this case the genotype class distribution provides the most information on the order of magnitude of random drift.
The close correlation of identity values between former measures (Nei, 1972; Hillis, 1984; Tomiuk & Graur, 1988; Tomiuk & Loeschcke, 1991) and the measure proposed here appears now to be valuable. The conclusions from hitherto existing studies on the genetic similarity of species seem to be reliable. However, even if the correlation between the mutation and the mutation-drift model is close, as shown for the large range of the analysed data, the functional dependence seems not to be simple and has some consequences for evolutionary analyses. Fig. 1 suggests that the bias is highest for identity values around 0.5.
Beyond the studies on protein polymorphisms, our findings can be extrapolated to the evolutionary analysis of any genetic variability differentiating populations or species. The use of the frequencies of single alleles does not result in unbiased estimators for the genetic identity, and as has been demonstrated even the frequencies of the pooled genotype classes are considerably influenced by genetic drift. The distribution of genotype classes depends on the order of magnitude of 1/N and a, both of which influence the genetic identity. The mean frequency of observed ancestral alleles is the basis for a good estimate of the genetic identity between species which counterbalances the bias at single loci caused by genetic drift. However, the analysis of the genotypic population structure additionally can provide information on the influence of the order of magnitude of the population size. But care must be used when the parameter 2Na is estimated because the genotype distributions converge rapidly to threshold functions. This also implies that the estimation of the ancestral degree of homozygosity from equations (14), (16) and (17) can be biased strongly when population sizes are small.
